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Air traffic in general is vulnerable to various hazards ranging from natural hazards to technical failures or attacks
which can be both cyber and physical. These threats impact on airports but also the air traffic management can be
affected to influence the overall air traffic. Here, we analyze the resilience of air traffic by studying performance
degradation and recovery in airports due to hybrid threats. An airport consists of many coupled network systems
such as public announcement system (PAS), flight information display system (FIDS), access control system (ACS),
baggage handling system (BHS), and resource management system (RMS). These systems can be interrelated based
on the configuration and setup of the network. Consisting of physical assets such as servers and routers connected
through an airport internal network, these systems are vulnerable to physical and cyber threats. In this work, a
flexible and modular approach is presented to combine various threats and apply a series of attacks onto the air
traffic model by impacting single airports. In contrast to existing work, the nodes of the air traffic model do not
reduce their performance to zero but follow pre-estimated resilience curves. Thus, the overall resilience of the air
traffic model can be assessed in a dynamic way, here demonstrated for air traffic over Germany.
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1. Introduction

Hybrid threats are defined e.g. by Hybrid CoE

(2023) as: ’The term hybrid threat refers to an ac-

tion conducted by state or non-state actors, whose

goal is to undermine or harm a target by influ-

encing its decision-making at the local, regional,

state or institutional level.’ Hybrid threats can im-

pact on all kinds of public services and critical

infrastructure during war and peace time. A hybrid

threat typically combines several attacks of cyber-

physical terrorism. This has been presented e.g. in

Valenza et al. (2022) where hybrid threats are ap-

plied to wind farms considering human, physical

and cyber aspects.

A critical infrastructure that faced several ter-

rorist attacks in the past is air traffic. Physical

attacks like e.g. suitcase bombs (see e.g. Beauthier

et al. (2020)) lead to large damage, also reduced

trust in the service itself and reduced well-being

in society (Colombo et al., 2022). Cyber attacks

harm the processes in a more indirect way, but can

lead to immense financial damage. Other aspects

of cyber attacks are the spread over systems with

the potential to interrupt all services and even

turning into physical or safety threats (Kim et al.,

2006).

In this work, air traffic is modeled by a multi-

layered systems approach similar to (Woods and

Branlat, 2010) composed of airports which again

are made up of several systems. Air traffic, being a

socio-technical infrastructure, consists of physical

assets. However, also passengers and employees

have to be considered to model attack paths and

to understand the spread of threats in the systems

and their cascading impacts. Here, we limit our

modeling approach to German air traffic and the
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German air navigation service provider (ANSP)

that manages air traffic over Germany.

To understand how the air traffic performance

degrades during a hybrid threat and how it recov-

ers, the resilience of the modeled system of sys-

tems is assessed. Generally, resilient behavior of

an infrastructure and its engineering (Häring et al.,

2016) can be classified into phases, e.g. prepare,

prevent, protect, respond and recover (Edwards,

2009; Thoma, 2014). Resilience in the context of

hybrid threats has been discussed e.g. by Linkov

et al. (2019) analyzing the dependency of society

on information systems.

The work presented here mainly builds on

Köpke et al. (2021) where airport systems have

been represented as network structure to simulate

resilience under cyber-physical threats and Köpke

et al. (2023) where specifically the impact of cyber

threat on rail infrastructure has been assessed.

Here, these approaches are extended to generic

airport models and hybrid threats impacting on

connected airports.

This paper is structured as follows. First, in

section 2, the airport layer of the air traffic model

is presented and single airports are impacted by

cyber attacks. Then, in section 3, the overall air

traffic model is presented and coupled hybrid

threats are applied to assess the resilience. Finally,

in section 4, the work is concluded and an outlook

to the next steps of the research is given.

2. Airport systems

A functioning air traffic is dependent on airport

operations. Airports typically consist of various

assets which can be categorized into different

systems with respective functionality. Here, the

following systems are considered:

• Through the Public Announcement Sys-

tem (PAS) passengers are informed in the

terminal about certain events via speak-

ers. It provides prerecorded messages as

well as the possibility to manually pass

information.

• The Access Control System (ACS) en-

sures that passengers and employees

only access areas in the airport where

they are authorized. It monitors terminals

and especially doors via Closed-circuit

television (CCTV).

• The Baggage Handling System (BHS)

manages all passenger luggage and also

checks for dangerous materials.

• Airplanes are distributed through the Re-

source Management System (RMS) to

gates based on availability.

• The Flight Information Display System

(FIDS) provides information about status

of flights, security checks and gates via

screens and its data base is linked to the

RMS.

For more information on the systems see e.g.

Köpke et al. (2021), Apolinário et al. (2023) and

Abie et al. (2001).

2.1. Network model

To model the different airport systems, they are

represented by information networks. Dependent

on the network setup and also the size of the

airport, there is either one network containing

all systems with their IT components or several

dedicated networks.

Fig. 1. Schematic of a simple company network that
is used to model the airport systems, i.e. box containing
router, server, data, switch and workstation (WS).

Here, we follow the latter approach and repre-

sent the overall airport network as a system of sys-

tems. Each system consists of a router, a switch, a
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sever linked to data and a client workstation (Se-

cure Networks ITC, 2023). Through the overall

firewall and the respective router, the system is

connected to the internet (see Fig. 1). The connec-

tion to the internet is optional for the systems as

they could be in an isolated environment.

For each of the airport systems, a representa-

tive network is established with additional compo-

nents such as CCTV, monitors, speakers, baggage,

passengers and employees, respectively (see Table

1).

Table 1. Asset list for the airport systems.

ID Component System

1 Firewall IT
2 - 6 Fig. 1 BHS
7 - 11 Fig. 1 ACS
12 - 16 Fig. 1 PAS
17 - 21 Fig. 1 FIDS
22 - 26 Fig. 1 RMS
27 Passengers People
28 Security People
29 CCTV ACS
30 Monitor FIDS
31 Speaker PAS
32 Baggage BHS
33 Aircraft RMS
34 Security check ACS

The systems are presented with a color code in

Fig. 2. The edges within the systems are based

on the network presented in Fig. 1 and they are

connected through common components such as

passengers and employees.

The network setup enables the representation

of both cyber and physical attacks. These attacks

impact on single or multiple nodes in the network

and propagate along edges with a specified prob-

ability. They impact further nodes with an impact

delay. The impacted nodes recover based on the

restoration time and return to full performance.

2.2. Cyber-physical threat propagation

A catalog of specific man-made threats to air

traffic has been investigated, which can be com-

bined into hybrid threats scenarios. It was found

Fig. 2. Airport overall directed network with sys-
tems in color codes: BHS: Orange, ACS: Yellow, PAS:
Green, FIDS: Pink, RMS: Violet, People: Grey, Fire-
wall: Blue.

that each threat has very specific characteristics

and the resilience assessment needs, dependent on

the requirements, a very detailed threat modeling.

For combined cyber-physical threat scenarios, the

network model is well suitable. Thus, in this work,

we consider two main scenarios, i.e. (A) a security

breach via social engineering on one workstation

of the FIDS and (B) a denial of service (DOS) at-

tack that overloads all routers and thus the servers.

For scenario A, we assume that an attacker has

gained access to a workstation in the airport via

social engineering for obtaining a key card and

credentials. The attacker thus gains access to the

workstation of the FIDS, i.e. node #21 in the

network model (see Fig. 2). Having access, the

attacker has the option to manipulate information

or disable the FIDS monitors which will then

impact on the passenger behavior and finally on

all operations in the airport. For scenario B, we

assume an overload of requests through all routers

in the network (nodes #2,7,12,17 and 22) that

disables all communication to the servers and thus

stops all services.

To simulate these impacts and to assess the

resilience the following parameter specifications
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for nodes are employed:

• Restoration time mean: 60 minutes

• Restoration time standard deviation: 10

minutes

• Impact delay time mean: 3 minutes

• Impact delay time standard deviation: 1

minute

The mean and standard deviation are used to draw

for each iteration / repeated simulation random

values for restoration time and impact delay for

each node, respectively. For the general simulation

the following variables are specified:

• Number of iterations: 100

• Propagation probability: 0.75

• Time of attack: in minute 5

• Time steps: 150

Note, uncertainty can also be introduced for the

propagation probability by e.g. defining a uniform

distribution between a minimum and a maximum

probability. The attack time is fixed in this case

but it is also possible to initiate attacks at random

times. Further, all these variables are set globally

for all nodes but they can also be specified for

each node individually to enable the simulation of

a broad set of possible situations.

Based on the airport network topology and the

parameters, the suggested simulation environment

implemented in Python, propagates the impacts of

the attack scenarios through the network along the

edges. The impacted nodes stop their operation

and with a certain probability transfer the impact

to adjacent nodes. This also includes cascades

from one airport system to another. The impact

probability is very difficult to estimate as data for

calibration is sparse. Thus, a value below one is

assumed in this work to enable a certain variabil-

ity in the results. Once the restoration time has

passed, the nodes start to be operational again. The

simulation results are presented in Fig. 3 and 4.

The overall time for degradation and full re-

covery is almost the same for both scenarios as

they are based on the same assumptions. However,

the minimum performance for scenario B is much

lower as for scenario A. This is due to the larger

number of systems which are affected at the same

Fig. 3. Resilience assessment for scenario A (security
breach on workstation). Black lines are repeated simu-
lation results with varying restoration and impact delay
times, the red vertical line shows the time of attack and
the red solid line gives the mean performance.

Fig. 4. Resilience assessment for scenario B (DOS-
attack). Black lines are repeated simulation results with
varying restoration and impact delay times, the red
vertical line shows the time of attack and the red solid
line gives the mean performance.

time for scenario B.

Note, even if only two specific cyber-related

threat scenarios have been presented in this work,

many more scenarios can be assessed with this

method, especially as the computational load of

running the associated Python scripts is very low

(approximately 1 second for 100 repeated simula-

tion runs on a standard notebook).

3. Air traffic model

Based on the single airport networks, consisting

of different airport systems, an overall air traffic

model is constructed. It consist of 15 airports dis-
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tributed over Germany and based on the locations

with towers operated by the German ANSP (DFS,

2023). All airports are connected and it is assumed

that airplanes circulate between all airports along

these edges (see Fig. 5). If one airport degrades in

performance, all other airports get a certain per-

centage of reduced performance as well because

only a reduced number of flights can be operated

to the impacted airport. The degradation of perfor-

mance of a single airport is given by specific mean

resilience curves as presented in Fig. 3 and 4 that

serve as input for the resilience assessment of the

overall air traffic model.

Fig. 5. Air traffic model. Red airports are impacted
by hybrid threats in the examples considered. Map tiles
by Stamen Design under CC BY 3.0. Data by Open-
StreetMap under ODbL.

3.1. Hybrid threats

A dynamic approach is suggested for several

threats impacting on airports and all connected

airports receive additional shared performance re-

duction. Thus, hybrid threats can be constructed

by specifying input vectors that contain the time

of attacks, target airports and types of attack.

In the following, two examples for hybrid

threats are presented, which combine scenario A

(security breach on workstation) and B (DOS-

attack). First, scenario A impacts on Frankfurt

airport in time step 100 and scenario B impacts

on Berlin airport in time step 150 (see Fig. 6).

Second, scenario B impacts on Berlin airport in

time step 125 and on Hamburg airport in time step

150, followed by scenario A impacting on Ham-

burg airport in time step 200 (see Fig. 7). For the

latter hybrid threat example, the attacker benefits

from the degradation of systems due to the DOS-

attacks to prevent the systems from recovering by

the additional security breach.

These two examples demonstrate the flexibility

of the approach and how threats accumulate. A

single attack on one airport is still well com-

pensated by the other airports and air traffic is

only minimally impacted. However, if threats are

coupled, which is often the case for hybrid threats,

severe damage to the infrastructure and thus to

society can be observed. The actual status of the

derived approach is still simple but offers a tool

to stress test infrastructure for various coupled

hybrid threat scenarios and can be easily modified

to a more complex system by adding e.g. more

informed performance functions, threat types and

coupled infrastructure grids.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a flexible approach has been pre-

sented for stress testing critical infrastructure fac-

ing hybrid threats. It has been applied to Ger-

man air traffic management by considering cyber-

physical threats. The approach is based on a multi-

layered systems model, where air traffic is based

on a grid composed of airports and the airports

are made up of several systems which consist of

several assets. The approach enables to define hy-

brid threats as a combination of single threats on

airports. The advantage over existing approaches

is, that the airports in the overall air traffic model

are not only turned on or off by a threat impacting,

but single resilience curves can be introduced to

represent the status of each airport in a quantita-

tive manner. From this quantified status the overall

performance of the system can be derived.

To estimate the overall performance of air traf-
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Fig. 6. Air traffic performance under hybrid threats: security breach in Frankfurt airport at time step 100 (blue),
DOS attack in Berlin airport at time step 150 (red), all other airports (purple), mean (black dashed).

Fig. 7. Air traffic performance under hybrid threats: DOS attack in Berlin airport at time step 125 (red), DOS attack
in Hamburg airport at time step 150 (green), security breach in Hamburg airport at time step 200 (green), all other
airports (purple), mean (black dashed).

fic in future developments of the suggested ap-

proach, an agent-based model will be considered

where airplanes move along the edges of the over-

all air traffic model between airports. Passengers

spawn/are created at random times with random

start and target airports. They choose a connection

of flights to get to their target (for more informa-

tion see (Köpke et al., 2023)). This will enable a

more detailed and realistic quantification of the

overall system performance. It is also intended

to expand the system by including international

airports as the German air traffic is not isolated

but depends on the international air traffic.

Further, the resilience curves per threat can not

only be represented by their mean behavior. The

uncertainty should be considered by e.g. introduc-

ing the standard deviation. Also, more threats will

be investigated in future work such as drone disor-

der, usage of lasers, bombing threats and attacks.

For physical attacks and structural damage, finite

element methods are much more suitable than net-

work based models (see e.g. (Köpke et al., 2023)).

Thus, various simulation approaches will be em-

ployed along with crime scene investigations to

improve the threat-specific resilience estimates. In

future work, the modular approach can be easily

extended to different threat scenarios, systems and

infrastructure.
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